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SIGNAL PROCESSING IN SETI

The Search for Extraterrestrial hitelligence (SETI), now being planned at
NASA, will require a prodigious amount of highly concurrent signal
processing to be done in real time by special-purpose hardware.

D. K. CULLERS, IVAN R. LINSCOH, and BERNARD M. OLIVER

Modern theories of stellar evolution suggest that almost
al! single stars and a substantial fraction of binary stars
have planets. The Calaxy alone contains about 200 to
400 billion stars of which about five percent are "good"
suns: Stars that, in their hydrogen-burning phase, ra-
diate enough hght and heat to warm an Earthlike
planet and do so long enough for intelligent life to
evolve. Ten billion potential life sites in the Calaxy is a
reasonable estimate.

Hydrogen, carbon dioxide, methane, ammonia, hy-
drogen sulfide, all present in copious quantities in
Earth's early volcanic atmosphere, comhine under irra-
diation by ultraviolet light to form amino acids, poly-
peptides, and other building blocks of DNA. The early
seas soon became a biological culture medium. It now
appears that ordinary clay can polymerize these biolog-
ical precursor chemicals into DNA-like structures.

Earth, fire, air, and wator produced the first life on
Earth and did so rather quickly, for the oldest micro-
fossils appear in Ihe epoch when Earth first cooled. Far
from being miraculous, lite seems to be forced by the
chemistry of a lemperate planet. In sharp contrast to
the barren universe dopicled 50 years ago by Sir James
leans, wo now contemplate a universe teeming with
life, some of it highly evolved.
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At present spacecraft speeds (=10 •* cJ, a round-trip to
the nearest star would take about 80.000 years. At 0.32
c tho trip could be made in 30 years, but even with a
100 percent efficient drive, tho energy required is
the annihilation energy, me", of the payload. For a
thousand-ton ship, this is enough to supply all U.S.
energy needs for a millennium. The extreme cost of
interstellar travel, even with no technological limita-
tions save those imposed by natural law. probably ex-
plains "their" absence here and casts grave doubt on
our ever reaching the stars ourselves. The probable
prevalence of extraterrestrial life and its physical inac-
cessibility make interstellar communication seem an
eventual certainty. To search for extraterrestrial intelli-
gence by detecting signals already being radiated is a
logical first step.

Electromagnetic waves are the fastest and least
power consuming of all forms of radiation possible for
interstellar communication. Between 1 GHz and 60
GHz the sky is quietest, so less power is required than
for other frequencies. On the ground, atmospheric ab-
sorption limits this window to frequencies from 1 to 10
GHz, but sinco these lower frequencies are preferred
for other reasons, this restriction is not considered seri-
ous (seo Figure 1, p. n53J,

What sorts of signals are to be expected? Either they
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"/s this, Ilicn, all that life amounts to—to stumble, almost by mistake, into a universe
which was clearly not designed for life, ami which, to all appearances, is either totally
indifferent or definitely hostile to it, to stay clinging on to a fragment of a grain of sand
until we are frozen off to strut our tiny hour on our tiny stage with the knowledge that
our aspirations are all doomed to final frustration, and that our achievements must perish
with our race, leaving the universe as though we had never been?"

Sir lames feans
The Mysterious Universe (J933)

aro not cooperating and we must detect signals radiated
for their own use (tho "oavosdropping" mode), or they
are deliberately trying to attract our attention (tbe
"boacon" mode). In tho first case, wo might hope to find
carriors such as are radiated by our UHF tolevision
stations, or as might bo radiatod by orbiting solar power
stations. Wo have no hope, without beaming on their
part or much larger receiving antennas on our part, or
both, of receiving complex modulation; rather we will
be fortunate to detect signals whose spectra are no
wider than required by their duration.

Beacons are more likely to transmit pulses than
continuous-wave (CW) carrier signals, since less aver-
ago power is required. Although the power may be
higher and the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNRJ
therefore greater while the pulse is on, no power is
needed for tho long off poriods. The principle is the
same as the sweeping lighthouse beam or the flashing
strobe light: Both produce attention-getting flashes at a
low average power.

Because the detectability of a pulse in tho presence of
noise depends only on tho total energy, microsecond-
long pulses would need a million times more peak
power than second-long pulses. We are therefore in-
clined to expect rather long pulses. Unfortunately there
does not appear to be any "natural" length, so we are
faced with the task of providing nearly matched filters
for pulses anywhere from a few seconds to a few milli-
seconds in length.

Both CW and pulse detection involve sifting through
hundreds, even thousands, of megahertz of spectrum
for anomalies that may be only a fraction of a hertz
wide. Only recently, with VLSI technology, has it be-
come possible to build at a reasonable cost the digital
data-processing equipment needed.

Tho search strategy of the NASA program uses two
distinct modes: an all-sky survey and a targeted search.
The all-sky survey will cover moro spectrum at a lower
resolution (32 Hz) than the targeted search. Because of
this and because the effective pointing time in any di-
rection is so short, the sky survey is much less sensitive
(-10"^* W/m^J, It may, however, discover powerful CW
signals coming from unexpected directions.

The targeted search assumes that good suns are
rather like ours. It will examine some 800 solar-type
stars out to about 80 light-years, spending about 20

minutes on each star for each frequoncy band. It will
cover tho spoctrum from 1 to 3 CHz (with emphasis on
the water hole) to a resolution as narrow as 1 Hz. The
sensitivity will be as high as 10"^' W/m^ for CW signals
and ^10"̂ ® W/m^ (average) for pulses.

All presently planned searches will use existing
radio-astronomy antennas. If no ETI signals are discov-
ered, our society will have to decide whether SETI jus-
tifies a dedicated facility of much greater collecting
area,

MULTI-GHANNEL SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Like the spectroscopist looking for sharp spectral lines
in a broad spectrum, we are searching for very narrow
band anomalies in a broad radio-frequency band, so the
obvious first tool we need is a radio-frequency spec-
trometer. This cannot bo the usual swept receiver type
of spectrum analyzer, for those look at any signal only a
small fraction of tho time, lose most of the signal en-
ergy, and hence degrade the SNR. It could be a multi-
million point digital Fourier transform (DFTJ computer
operating in real timo. Our actual choice is the multi-
channel spectrum analyzer (MCSA) shown in symbolic
form in Figure 2 (p. 1154J.

A 10-MHz band of the IF signal is converted to base-
band by two mixers operating in quadrature. The two
resultant 5-MHz signals aro sampled at 10.6 MHz to
form two four-bit data streams representing tho real
and imaginary parts of tho input signal. Four-bit (16-
level) quantization was deemed adequate since the loss
in SNR is no more than 0.05 dB. The digitized complex
data stream is thon processed by two digital filter banks
in tandem followed by multiplexed DFTs executed by
microprocessors.

The first band-pass filter is implemented as two iden-
tical filter banks, one supplied directly with the input
signal and the other with the input signal shifted in
frequency by 73.7 kHz, The shift is done by multiplying
the input data by a complex sinusoid. Thus one bank
produces what will become the even-numbered chan-
nels, and the other produces the odd. Each bank pro-
duces 72 channels each 147.4 kHz wide, of which only
the central 73.7 kHz is used by band-pass filter number
two, and is freo of aliasing. Of tho 144 channols, 16 at
each end lie in tho transition region of tho analog filter
and therefore contain noise and possibly signals aliased
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from outside thu baiul ul tin; MCSA, In UIIULI (liu analog
signal is oversamplod by 9: 7, and tho digital signal is
ovi-rsamplod 2 : 1 in band-pass filter ono.

TluMionlral 73,7 kHzofnach of tho 112solo{:ted
Iiiinds is splil by band-pass filtur numbor two into 72
Innids, for total of 8064 bands, each 1152 Hz wide; with
llipir Iransition regions overlapped. Tho central 1024 Hz
uf Ihnso hiuids is froo of aliasing and is contiguous band
lo hand In effect there has been an oversampling of
9 : 8 in band-pass filler number two,

Tho 1152-Hz bands are then subdivided by the multi-
plexed microprocessors DFTs into 36 bands 32 Hz wide

(4 nl which ari! discarded) or 1152 bands 1 Hz wide (128
of which are discarded).

Bolh bandjhiss fillers consist nf finilo impulse re-
sponse (I'lR) filters followed by 72-poinl inverse DFTs.
Tho "zero-froquency" output channel of the DFT is
simply tho convolution of the input signal with the FIR.
Tho passband, centered on d.c , is tbe transform of the
FIR. All tho other channels have passbands of tho same
shape, and tho effect of the DFT is to shift them all to
baseband.

The FIR and equivalent low pass filter characteristic
of band-pass filter numbor two are shown in Figures 3a
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Synchrotron radiation from electrons spiraling in the magnetic
field of the Galaxy produces a noise that rises rapidly with
decreasing frequency below 1 GHz. For frequencies above
60 GHz, the quantum nature of radiation produces a noise
proportional to frequency In between, the only noise is the
cosmic background radiation, a relic of the big bang. In this
silent valley, we may discover signals radiated by extrater-

restrial intelligent life. The low-frequency end of the window,
best for many reasons, is marked by the hydrogen (H) and
hydroxyl (OH) spectral lines, symbolic of water and therefore
of life The 300 MHz of spectrum between these signposts is
called the water hole Here we may meet other species as
happens at more mundane water holes.

FIGURE 1. The Microwave Window
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Two finite impulse-response digital
filters in tandem resolve over 8 MHz
of spectrum into 8,064 channels
1.024 Hz wide These are then sub-
divided rnto channels as narrow as
1 Hz by multiplexed microprocessors
executing digital Fourier transforms..
The algorithms are stored (n random-
access memory down-loaded from
the system computer disk file Thus
the number of channels and the reso-
lution can be changed as desired
without altenng the hardware Pres-
ent proof-of-principle prototype em-
ploys at least one of each type of
circuit involved and has 74.000 chan-
nels. For reasons of size and econ-
omy, the full bandwidth analyzer will
incorporate very large scale integra-
tion.

FIGURE 2. Multi-Channel Spectrum Analyzer

and b. The FIR is composed of 1728 coefficients. 144
between each pair of numbered taps. (Because of the
symmetry, only 864 valuos need to be stored.) It is ap-
parent from Figure 3b thai, in order to get flat response
to tho edge of the passband and full rejection of all

aliasod frequencies, the transition region should be half
as wide. This would require 24 taps and 1728 stored
coefficients. Whether to do this or to oversample by V̂
rather than % remains lo be decided.

The MCSA architecture described above was chosen
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over a morc! conventional monolithic oight-niilliun-
point ni-T procossor for sovoral roosons. First, a proof-
of-concopt prototype could bo (and has been) con-
strurU'd without providing all eight million channols,
meroly by hiiilding onn board of each lype. This sub-
stantially roducod the bardware cost of the prototype.
Second, Iho full machine would bo highly modular
with a groat deal of parallel processing. This meant that
Ilie number of different boards was reduced, simplify-
ing iho stocking of spares. Further, a failure in any
downstream board would wipe oul only a small portion
of the spectrum, and could easily bo located and re-
placed. Third, the high degree of isolation between the

bands ut lliu band-pass filter was full to bo important
when operating in Ihe presence of radio-frequency in-
iGrference. Finally, the operating binwidths can be
changed simply by changing the microcode that con-
trols band-pass filter number two and the final DFTs.

AH outputs of the MCSA are available either as com-
plex amplitudes or as the sum of the squares, which is
the dotocted power. Tho MCSA also allows the average
power per channel to be computed and a threshold to
bo set at some arbitrary multiple of this average power.
The computer can then ask only for the power and
address of those bins that exceed threshold, thus
greatly reducing the amount of data to be transferred.
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The FIR for the present band-pass
filter number 2 is shown in (a), wtiile
the resulting equivalent low pass fre-
quency response is shown in (b) The
passband extends from -f^to f^- The
sampling frequency is at f^ = 18/0/8
so the spectrum is folded at SfJ8
(and -9/0/8). The frequencies above
i0fo/8 (and below -IO/0/8) alias into
the passband. The aliased response
IS 21 dB down at to and drops to
over 60 dB down at 7/^/18. To pre-
vent any aliasing above the 60HdB
level will require about twice as long
an impulse response.
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FIGURE 3. Band-Pass RIter Characteristics
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CW SIGNAL DETECTION
At firsl glance the dotoclion of a CW carrier seems very
simplo. Since tho nuitcluul filtor for a monochromatic
signal has zoro bandwidth, subdivide the spoctrum inlo
tbe narrowest practical r.hanntsls and, after intogralirig
for the observing time, look for excess power in one of
tho channols. In olher words, equip tho MCSA wilh an
accumulator and roport out any bins in which the ac-
cumulated onergy exceeds a certain threshold, choson
so that the false-alarm rate is tolerable.

Unfortunately very fow signals are sufficiently mono-
chromatic for this simplo scheme to work. Even if the
transmitter generates a monochromatic signal, accelera-
tion along tho lino of sighl of the transmitter or re-
ceiver, or both, due to planetary rotation and orbital
revolution can introduce drift rates as high as
—1,0 Hz / s at carrier froquoncies of 1,5 CHz, We can of
course correct for the Doppler drift duo to our own
acceleration, and if the signal is boing beamed at us,
they can do likewise. Thus in the case of a nearby CW
beacon wo might oxpoct a drift-free signal. But in gen-
eral wo should bo prepared to detect drifting signals.

When the signal straddles two hins, tho power in
each of the two bins is only 40 percent of that in a
single bin when centered. A slowly drifting signal will
in general be near bin center in some samples and will
straddle two bins in others. This produces a loss in
detectability that is clearly evident in Figure 4. We are
currently studying ways of avoiding or reducing this
loss such as by providing overlapping bins, or "inter-
bins."

Neglecting this problem, it is clear that pattems of
straight linos are visible in Figure 3 when no signal is
evident in a single spoctrum sample. How shall we
automate the detection of these straight-line patterns?
The Cyclops study (1971) proposed recording all spectra
during tho observing time and then adding these with
amounts of "skew" corresponding to all distinguishable
drift rates up to ±1 bin por sample. Two drift ratos are
distinguishable if their total drift in tho observation
time differs by 1 bin (or more). Thus in n samples, there
are 2n — 1 distinguishable drift rates. For the skew that
matched the actual drift rate, all the energy would ac-
cumulate in a single bin.

This is an excellent method, but it is memory and
computation intensive. Each bin requires about a byte
of memory so a full spectrum register has N = 10^
bytes. With n = 10^ samples per observation. nN = 10^"
bytes are needed (twice as much if interbins are used).
These 10^° numbers must be added in 2tt - 1 ^ 2 x 10^
ways. For 1-Hz bins, this means 2 x 10^° additions
per s.

We are currently exploring a pruning algorithm that
saves memory and computation by carrying out tbe
accumulation in three phases. In tho first phase, a few
spectra, say 20, are stored in as many full spectrum
registers and are tested for excess energy along all dis-
tinguishable lines: N[2n - 1), All Ihose, say Vio, that
pass a lenient criterion are retained.

Ill tlui iioxl phase, which is longor, oach of ihu quali-
fying linos of pbaso one is allottnd .somo memory, for a
total of about Vioofa full spoctrum register. Samples
aro now dodrifted boforo storing, using the drift rates
found in phase ono, in order to r.onfino iho signals to
tho assigned blocks of memory. To store, say, 200 sam-
plns again requires 20 full spoctrum registers. All lines
aro again testod against a loss lenient criterion. The
possible spread in drift rates is now only Vio as great.

In the third phase, only ono porcont of a full spec-
trum registor is needed per sample for the surviving
candidates, so in principle we havo enough momory for
2000 samples. In the calculations made to date, 800
woro used. The drift ratos are further subdivided, and
the number allowed to pass is that needed to keep the
overall false-alarm rates acceptable.

Preliminary calculations indicate that tho detection
sensitivity of this as yet unoptimized process is within
about 1 dB of the Cyclops method, but the momory and
computation roquired are about Vso as great. The strat-
egy is to use a very low initial threshold and then weed
out the false alarms that this produces.

If we can tolerate a false alarm in a fraction k of the
observations and if there aro N bins per spectrum and
the spectra are added 2« — 1 ways, then the allowable
false-alarm probability per addition is k/N{2n — 1), or
about 10"'^ for k = .02. N = 1 0 \ and n = 10^ As the
curve in Figure 5 (pp. 1158-1159) for a false-alarm
probability of 10^'^ shows, the SNR needed to have a
50-50 chance of detecting the signal is 14.4 dB for a
single sample [n = 1), but only - 0 . 6 dB when 100 sam-
plos aro averaged, an improvement of 15 dB, But now
suppose that all the energy received in those 100 sam-
ples had been sent as a pulse in only 1 sample time.
The SNR would then bo - 0 . 6 dB + 20 dB or 19,4 dB
rather than the 14.4 dB needed: a clear gain of 5 dB.
This is part of the gain in energy efficiency obtainable
with pulses over CW signals and is what leads us to
expect pulsatile signals from beacons.

PULSE DETECTION
Tho lundamontal assumptions we make in pulse detec-
tion are that the pulse-to-pulse time interval is constant
and that any drift in frequency is comparable to that for
a CW signal in the same timo. In other words, wo con-
fine our attention to regular pulse trains (with perhaps
ono or two pulses missing) lying on nearly straight lines
in a frequoncy versus time plot. In a regular pulse train,
the Individual pulses can have a fairly high probability
(-10"^) of having been caused by noise alone; all we
require is that the joint probability of the entire train
being due to noise alone bo low enough (-10"^') to
provide a tolerable false-alarm rate.

The pulse-detection algorithm has the following
basic steps: Set a threshold such that the number of
hits per spoctrum sample (i.e., bins that exceed the
threshold) is as great as can be handled by the (spocial-
purpose) processor. Record the bin address and power
of each hit. Do this for each spectrum sample. Form all
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Each line of raster sfiows the power in each output channel,
or 'bin," for 120 adjacent channels during one sample.
Ninety successive samples are shown. There is a general
field of noise in which the probability of a given brightness
falls off exponentially with brightness Included are three
drifting CW signals. The two with a slope of 45" represent
signals decreasing in frequency 1 bin per sample. The right-

hand signal is always centered in the bin at the middle of the
sample The left-hand signal straddles two bins at the middle
of the sample The resulting loss in detectability is evident.
The third signal is increasing m frequency Vz bin per sample
and is altemately at bin center and at bin edge For all the
signals, the SNR is 2, that is, the signal power is twice the
average noise power per bin.

FIGURE 4. Detection of CW Signals

lines consisting of a hit in one spectrum sample and a
hit in a later sample that do not exceed tho maximum
drift rate. Predict tho sample and bin numbers for the
Ihird and fourth pulses in any of these putative pulse
Irains. If a third or fourth pulse occurs, retain thai lino;
if not. discard it. After the observation period, compute
Ihe joint probability of all retained lines being due to

noise. If any of thoso is low enough, annunciate the
preliminary detection and repeat the observation.

After 100 spectra the field of hits in 500 adjacent bins
might look like Figure 6 (p, 1159). Finding a regular
pulse train in this fiold by eye takes a long timo, but a
VAX/750 using our present algorithms in software can
find any pattern in 1,000 spectra of 74,000 bins each in
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FIGURE 5. Signal-Detection Statistics (left)

Blue curves show the threshold in dB above mean noise
power needed to achieve the indicated false-alarm probability
per bin as a function of the number, n, of samples accumu-
lated, or averaged Red curves show, as a function of n. tho
SNR needed to cause the sum of signal and noise to exceed
the threshold (thus detecting a signal) with 50 percent proba-
bility For high SNRs the decrease in required SNR is nearly
3 dB per doubling of n. For low SNRs the improvement is
about half as great. Basically this is because of the poor
performance of a square law detector at low SNRs Pulses
having the same average power as a CW signal are more
detectable because the SNR is higher when they are
present.

roal timo. To handle lO' bins will require special-
purposo hordware. (Try lo find the regular pulse train
boforo looking at Figure 8,)

Two praclical problems complicate the above simple
approach. The first is that we have no a priori knowl-
odgo of the pulso lenf t̂h. We cannot therefore choose a
single binwidlh in tho MCSA that provides a matched
filler for the pulse. Instead it appears that we may have
to provide binwidths in octavo steps from, say, 1 Hz to
32 Hz or oven 1024 Hz. The second is that wo cannot
expect each successive pulse to Ho contered in fre-
quency in a bin or to coincide in time with a spoctrum
sample.

The relative sensitivity of two algorithms can be de-
termined by comparing them under the same condi-

The threshold has been set so that noise alone will exceed it
1 percent of the time, producing a ' hit " The hits in 120
adjacent bins are shown for 90 successive samples. In this
random field of hits, a regularly recurring set of hits produced

by a train of pulses 8 dB above the mean noise power and
dnfting less than 1 bin per sample has been added. Look
carefully Can you find it? Compare your answer with the
computer s. shown in Figure 7,

FIGURE 6. A Field of Hits
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t ions us ing con ipu tn r siiiuikitiuii iinil a Moiitu Carlo

process, Tho algorithms must give the same false-alarm
ralo with uoiso alono, Tho algorithm that detocts tbe
signal moro ofton for tho signal paramnlors cboson is
the moro sensitive. Figure 7 shows tho results of such a
comparison for threo types of signals. The pulse dotec-
tor with synchronous siimplin^ shows significantly bet-
ter perforinaiux' than Ihr othur two detectors. Its per-
formance in the regime plotted is, in fact, almost as
good as a synchronous detoctor. This is because Ihe
pulso onergy is confined to a single hin per pulse and
the (peak) SNR is rather high. At high SNRs all detec-
tors approach tho performance of a synchronous
detector.

However, the loss due to lack of pulse-sample syn-
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Comparison, by Monte Carlo simulation, of the performance
of CW detection ar>d two cases of pulse detection: one in
which the pulses compnsing the four-pulse train are all syn-
chronous with the time samples that generate the spectra,
and the other in which the pulses all straddle the successive
time samples. The scattering of the energy in the latter case
degrades the performance by almost 6 dB The curves as-
sume a 1-Hz bin width and lOOO spectral samples. Notice
how rapidly the probability of missing the signal drops with
ir>creasing SNR.

FIGURE 7. Detector Pertormances

-6

uliroiiiziilion is serious; ono hates to throw awiiy y< of
the antonna area. It appears that just as interbins are
desirable for CW dotoclion so bolh interbins and inter-
samplos arc dosirabln for pulse doloclion. To provide
thoso as woll as octavo binwidlhs will approximately
double Iho computing needed. Various alternative ap-
proaches aro curronlly nniler study.

THE PATTERN DETECTOR
The detection of oither drifting CW signals or pulse
trains is computation intensive and will require special-
purpose hardware if il is to bo done in real time over
10 MHz of bandwidth or more. The design of this hard-
waro is presently in a vory preliminary stage so only
gonoral remarks can bo givon here. It is apparent that,
since tho same tests must be applied over a wide fre-
quency rango with each test involving a relatively nar-
row span of frequencies, the problem naturally lends
itself to highly concurrent processing: 10 MHz of spec-
trum might require 100 or more microprocessors each
serving 100 kHz of spectrum or loss.

If the spectral bands served by the processors are
contiguous, signals near tho band edge of one processor
may drift into tho band of the adjacent procossor during
the observation time. To avoid losing track of such sig-
nals, one must either anticipate the event and transfer
control to the adjacent processor or make memory ad-
drosses outsido the nominal band available to each
processor. The simplest solution seems to be to overlap
the bands of the processors (by about 10 percent) so
that all signals within tho maximum drift rate will re-
main within the band of at least one processor.

Two polarizations, left-hand circular (LHC) and
right-hand circular (RHC), should be received simulta-
neously by the SETI receiver. Circular polarization re-
mains circular after propagating through the interstellar
medium. Thus, if a transmitter radiates either circular
polarization, it will be received without loss in one
output of the receiver, whereas if it radiates any linear
polarization, the loss will be 3 dB in either receiver. An
attractive possibility for a beacon is to radiate LHC po-
larization, say, to represent a zero, and RHC polariza-
tion to reprosont a one. In this way the sender, realizing
we have thought about il too, is assured of a binary
channel that does not degrade the signal detectability
when modulation is present.

Since such modulation may well be present, the pat-
tern detector must examine the output of two MCSAs,
one for the LHC receiver, the other for the RHC re-
ceiver in searching for regular pulse trains. The pulse
trains in oither polarization would have as many as half
of Ihe pulses missing in an irregular way; only the com-
bined output is regular (see Figure 8).

Since the noise in the LHC and RHC receiver is inde-
pendent, power spectra out of the two MCSAs may also
bo added sample by sample. The SNR improvement
would then be nearly 3 dB at high SNRs and 1.5 dB at
low SNRs. Thus, linearly polarized pulses and CW sig-
nals could be received with a maximum of 1.5 dB effec-
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.. It takes only 1 2 ms for the system computer executing the
( present pulse-train detection algorithm to find and mark the
I regular train of five pulses shown above. To do so for 1000
1 samples, over 10 MHz of spectrum resolved to 1-Hz bins
twould take 38 hours. To do the job in real time (1000 s) will

require a special-purpose highly concurrent computer, f̂ Jotice
that the pulses in the tram differ in power because the noise
amplitude has added to the pulse amplitude in some cases
and subtracted in others. J

FIGURE 8. Pulse Train Ahoy!

tive polarization loss. The cost of the improvement is,
of course, a 50 percent increase in the data processing
required in tho pattern dotoctor.

SET! SYSTEM OPERATION
The entire receiving system consisting of the antonna,
the receiver, the MCSAs, and, in the caso of tho tar-
geted search, the pattern detoctor is undor the control
of a system computor, so that the operation is essen-
tially automated. This is important, sinco negative re-

sults are to be expected for months, or years, on end.
Human operators would become frustrated and lose
their diligence, but a computer will not (see Figure 9,
p, 1162),

In the sky-survey mode, the computer scans the an-
tonna in a proscribed pattern and notes the coordinates
and strength of any above-threshold signal. In the tar-
geted search, the coordinates of the target stars are read
from a tape file in a sequence that minimizes slewing. If
a suspicious signal is found, the search is halted until
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Signals from an existing radio astronomy antenna are ampli-
fied by a low-noise dual-polarization receiver. The two out-
puts, representing radiation received as left and right circular
polarization, are delivered to MCSAs that resolve several
megahertz of spectrum into several million channels as nar-
row as one Hz. Patterns appearing in successive spectra due

to CW signals or regular pulse trains (possibly drifting in
frequency) are detected automatically If the probability of
their being due to noise is low enough, the system computer
initiates a series of tests to prove or disprove their extra-
terrestrial origin. If no signals are found, the computer selects
a new target and continues the search.

FIGURE 9. An Automated SETI System

verification tests have been made. These tests, which
aro similar for both search modes, include

• consulting files of known radio-frequency interfer-
ence,

• determining that the signal disappears with the an-
tenna off target,

• executing a small-angle conical scan to determine
that tho signal is on main antenna lobe,

• determining that the sidereal position of source is
fixed, and

• determining that no known spacecraft lies in that
direction.

During this test period, the signal is recorded so that
possible modulation can be found later. If all tests are
passed, the computer asks for human help. Assuming
the human help confirms the apparent validity of the
detection, the first check would be to inquire if other
observatories also find the signal, given its coordinates,
frequency, and other portinenl characteristics. This
would rule out local interference and, more likoly,
fraud.

NOTE ADDED AT PRESS TIME

The 74,a00-channel prototype of the MCSA, de-
scribed in the toxt, is now being field-tested at Cold-
stone, California, Pioneer 10, now outside the solar
system, is still radiating its 1-W carrier from an an-
tenna with 32.6 dB gain. The signal, received on a
26-m antenna, is too weak for the station to achieve
lock. However, using a stable frequency synthesizer
as the local oscillator, the signal was clearly visible
on the MCSA display terminal—see Figure 10. The
top window shows noise power in 144 bands each
1152/2 Hz wide. The contor window shows power
in 1024 bins of one band, each bin Vz Hz wide. The
lower window displays power (as brightness, or pixel
area) in 206 bins in the grey band of the center
window, Ono hundred successive spectra are shown.
The figures at the bottom aro a menu of icons se-
lected by cursor and used to modify the display.
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Pioneer 10 radiating about 1 W at a distance of 5.3 billion km
(3.3 billion mi) produced the atx>ve trace on the MCSA dis-
play. The frequency scale is reversed; lower frequencies are
to the right. The MCSA was clocked down to V2 normal
speed to give Vz Hz bins and a sample every 2 s. The

downward drift of about 0.2 Hz/s in the received frequency is
caused mostly by earth s diumal Doppler (Signal-to-noise
power ratio here is 6 dB or more, so trace is more visible
than those in the computer-generated Figure 4.)

FIGURE 10. Pioneer 10 Received on the MCSA
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